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Message from the Chapter Chair
By now you know that we had recently revamped our website. Over the past several
months, the board has been working with StarChapter to do a redesign as well as offer
user friendly tools for posting photos, newsletters, job postings, etc. Additionally, the
new site is PCI compliant allowing us to take payments directly! We are still going through the process of learning the capabilities of the site and intend on training up our committee chairs on
its use. Please be patient with us, but until then check out the
website at https://sfasis.org
We will be going through the election process for our 2019 board shortly and would encourage
all members to vote. As in years past, you will have the capability to do a write in for all positions. We will let the membership know the 2019 officers shortly after the polls close. Please be
on the lookout for the email when we open-up voting.
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Merits of Mentoring
Merriam-Webster defines a mentor as “a trusted counselor or guide,” a tutor or coach. I feel that we in leadership positions have a duty to be that counselor,
guide and coach to develop the future leaders of our security profession. Based on my own experience of being mentored by others over some forty years, I believe managers should give priority to mentoring those they supervise as well as others in our association.
We have a responsibility to share our work experience, both successful and otherwise, with new and second career ASIS International members, especially those
we believe have managerial potential. We must advise, teach and provide feedback on their work. They learn from us, but we also learn from them. I find that the
newer generation of security professionals brings fresh ideas and new ways of thinking. They inspire and energize me. In short, mentorship should be a two-way
street.
The ASIS “Mentoring Security Leaders” Program is an international program intended for all security professionals regardless of age, experience, job title, industry
segment or location. It fosters collaboration and experiential learning by bringing people with different career experiences and perspectives together in both structured and casual settings.
The program builds a network for established and emerging professionals beyond the office environment, and promotes personal and professional development in
the areas of leadership, mentoring, and relationship building. This allows the protégé to experience increased self-confidence and job satisfaction, better understanding of the importance of and how to build professional relationships, and also gives them access to the information and resources necessary to perform their
jobs more effectively. We also anticipate the mentors will experience a sense of personal satisfaction by using this program to ensure successful succession planning, and by sharing their career experiences and institutional knowledge.
As stated by the ASIS Leadership and incorporated into the ASIS International strategic goals, the “Mentoring Security Leaders” program is a highly visible organizational endeavor intended to provide guidance to those seeking to enhance their careers. Why? Because the security industry needs to develop a sustainable model
of thought leaders while preparing talented and capable individuals to take over leadership positions in the industry we serve. To do that, security industry leaders
in the current generation need to help the next generation, including those ASIS members joining our industry as a second career.
For the Protégé we as Mentors become the window to a new world of opportunities. Through our mentoring the new generation of leaders will quickly gain access to our years of experience and knowledge as well as our vast network. Combined this exposure and guidance could and often does save years of “trial and
error” for the Protégé.
Listed below is a list of some of the benefits of a Security Leaders Mentoring Program:



The program serves as an Introduction to our industry – and helps newcomers to acclimate to the
security industry culture









It serves as a skills enhancement and knowledge transfer mechanism



It helps with staff retention and recruitment as the Mentor can assist the Protégé in aligning their
personal goals and purpose with their company’s purpose, vision, mission and plans.



There is a significant correlation between businesses that receive mentoring and their survival rate,
revenue growth and job creation and employee retention.

It helps define a participant’s professional identity – and encourages professional behavior
Promotes education, guidance and career development aid
It enhances leadership & management development
The program improves member and ASIS leadership communication
The program is a significant value-added proposition for ASIS membership
The mentoring program helps adapt to the four generational gaps (i.e., Veterans, Baby Boomers,
Gen X, Gen Y)

About the Author
David J. Gibbs, CPP has served the security industry domestically and internationally for more than
40 years. Mr. Gibbs is a Principal at GIbbs Associates, Inc.. He has served on the ASIS International
Globalization Task Force, as a Council Vice President, iformer Chairman of the Leadership & Management Practices
Council, and the contributing author of
“Mentoring Security
Leaders.” He is Board
Certified in Security
Management, and has
the designation as a
David Gibbs ,CPP
CPP.
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Troubles over Chinese manufactured Video Cameras—What does it mean?
There has been lots of news lately over the US government slapping restrictions on using some brands of
Chinese manufactured cameras, specifically Hikvision and Dahua. Our government felt strongly that
since both companies were either owned or controlled by the Chinese government, or heavily financed
and subsidized by them, they could and did exert undue influence on their marketing and sales.
Both companies, the two largest CCTV IP video manufacturers in China, readily admit they are partially
owned or financed by the Chinese government. Knowing that the Chinese government already uses
many means to transfer technology and intellectual property from the US to China, having a dominant
position in our security infrastructure raises many alarms. This is in addition to the wild stories that
Hikvision cameras contain secret chips that can be activated remotely to surveil our domestic infrastructure. I do not personally believe they do that, but the threat remains in the rumor stage. They can certainly log-in remotely to any cameras (theirs or anyone
else’s) where the original factory default passwords have not been changed.
There are general schools of thought about Asian security manufacturers: 1) The Taiwanese (our ally) design the most innovative and new products, regularly
thinking out of the box. They are then knocked off by Chinese imitators. 2) The Koreans build extremely rugged and well-built products, and are also our allies.
3) The Chinese compete mostly on price. Their quality has risen in the past years, but they continually achieve their goal of world domination by copying other
designs and by selling product priced below all other manufacturers. Even the small, stand alone Chinese manufacturers struggle to compete with these two
behemoths.
What can we do, as security management in the United States?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Buy products that are made outside of China, from our allies or buy from vetted, quality Chinese manufacturers
Buy on quality and features, not just low price. China always wins the low-price war
Buy from reputable Security Integrators
Know that most Chinese manufacturers private-label under many names, including American brands. Know the source of your products. Ask the manufacturer
Require your installing integrator to change the default passwords on IP cameras and NVR’s and demand proof that it has been done. Change them all
again after you own your system
Have your installing integrator change the passwords of existing older IP systems, so everything under your domain is now closed to hacking.
Raise the discussion volume by consistently asking about sources of supply. Integrators respond to client’s input, and only bid “low-cost” when the questions about a system are always related to price. Change the discussion.

About the Author
Dennis Raefield is the Chief Operating Officer of Security Integration, Inc., a 14-year Bay area Integrator specializing in video
systems for schools, offices, and high tech. Dennis is a long time ASIS member and was previously Division President of Honeywell, CEO of Mace Security, and CEO of Acme Security systems (now ADT) and started his career as CEO of Omega Corporate
Security, now Stanley Security.

Dennis Raefield
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How are you minimizing Risk?

Diamond Sponsor

Gold Sponsor

Gold Sponsor

Issues regarding privacy and security are timeless, and we all
know that time is money. What are the safeguards that your
corporate restrooms and locker rooms are truly safe, controlled, and private? How about restrooms in retail environments and companies? In todays times these concerns are
real, and personnel, guests, and customers have an expectation of privacy. Unfortunately, this threat has increased as
we have read or heard about the incidents at Starbucks and
other reports related to covert cameras and this type of
breach of privacy. Proprietary information and security are
now on the corporate roster for risk mitigation, how are you
minimizing this risk. Current technologies allow us to be proactive in mitigating this risk and threat. The ability to scan an
entire area for radio spectrum, camera lenses, thermal imaging and other means of detection can uncover a nefarious
and clandestine device. Awareness and training for security
staff is also a benefit and worth the cost. What you don’t
know you don’t know. With the right security team performing regular audits of the corporate environment, as well as
heightening the awareness to staff can mitigate the risk of
the events happening. Additionally, regular audits can help
support the organizations fiduciary responsibility. Planning
for these audits can include, what areas to target, what type
of threats are we exposed to, who and what areas are potential risks. The first step however is following through and
make the security plan a standard operating procedure.
About the Author

Silver Sponsor

Art Lesser

Art has been working in security, electronics and wireless communications since
1975 -- with special emphasis on protecting corporate and individual privacy.
Specializing in counter- espionage and
surveillance, meeting privacy and the
protection of sensitive, confidential and
proprietary information.
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25th Annual Larry Marshal Golf Tournament
Took place on Monday August 20, 2018. This year a new venue was selected and took place at the beautiful Boulder Ridge Golf
Club in South San Jose!
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SFASIS Women in Security Workshop | 10/18/18 | Oracle, Redwood City
This SOLD OUT event will feature, Hillary Wicht a voice expert who has
been tapped as a specialist by the Wall Street Journal and the Stanford Entrepreneurial Graduate Program for her work on the impact of gender communication styles in the corporate sector.
In this 1-hour discussion, she will unveil the ways in which we unknowingly
give up our power through the way we communicate. Hillary will uncover
the most common "power-leaks" in female and male communication styles
and give insights and tools for communication "power-plays," to skillfully
advocate for yourself within your industry, show up with more confidence
and have a voice at the table that's as powerful as you are so you can be
the leader you are meant to be in your business, community, and the
world.

2018 Security Officer Recognition Day Event|10/19/18 | Computer History Museum, Mt. View
Join your fellow security professionals for this special event to recognize and
honor those who serve our business communities. Security Officers and Supervisors who are directly employed by organizations as well as those employed by service contractors are eligible to be honored and recognized with
an award. There will be networking, a sit-down family style luncheon, an
awards ceremony, raffle prizes for Security Officers, and an opportunity to
view all the exhibits at the Computer History Museum.
Visit the SFBA ASIS website for more details & tickets at
https://sfasis.org/meetinginfo.php

November Monthly Chapter Meeting|11/15/18 | Amazon Lab 126, Sunnyvale
FBI Supervisory Special Agent Elvis Chan will present on the cyber threat and
how professional criminals target people and not machines.
Supevisory Special Agent Chan is assigned to the San Francisco field office of the
FBI and manages a squad responsible for national cyber crime matters. He is a
decorated agent with over 12 years with the Bureau. Prior to joining the FBI,
SSA Chan was a process development engineer within the semiconductor industry. He holds two US patents and presents at many technical and law enforcement symposiums. Visit the SFBA ASIS website for more details & tickets at
https://sfasis.org/meetinginfo.php
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New Members..


Chris Cheng



Christopher Johannsen



Thomas Scocca



Ricardo Segovia



Placido Ordona



Timothy Cauwels



Eric Aiello



Kellie Salazar



Andrea Todd



Eric Granera



Peter Abuan



Hector Velazquez



Sanjar Taza



Michael Spearman



Rafael Madrigal



Jonathan DeBorba



Greg Collier



Pauline Perry



Robert Garibay



Shane Earls



Pamela Roskowski



Christopher Gonzalez



Deric Morrow



Fidel Taylor



Thomas Pehrson



Scott Mercil



Michael Flynn



Freeman DeFelice



Clarence Johnson



Brian Strehlke



Tamara Peterson



Gil Magayanes



John Abrenilla



Bryan Jang



Teresa Sanchez



Gavin Ahern



Phillip Valaveris



Nathan Suen



Scott Portera



Richard Cherwinski



David Gil



Jerry Bull



George Hasseltine



Michael Black



Tom Gravel



Elizabeth Rice



Yuri Donets



Sigifredo Del Rio Maldonado



Steve Ruiz



James Serrano



Greg McCarthy Jr.



Mark Jaroszewski



Jaime Alvarezmejia



Jack Stromgren



Kai Lintumaa



Dmitriy Krichevskiy



Geraldine Castillo



Michael Husnik



Myla Domingo



Dustin Mackie



Mark Lahr



William Price



Kimberley Davis



Sage Moon



Eduardo Espinoza



Don Lee



Alejandro Orozco



Peter Konz



Brian Hyland



Justus Abhulimen



Craig Pollock



Victor Albers



Kevin Fraser



John Constable



Gail Tutt

Stay Connected...
Got newsletter ideas?
Email me at

Stay connected with the chapter!

newsletter@SFASIS.org

Alicia L. Domingos

ASIS-SF Bay Area Chapter

Facebook.com/SFASIS

ASIS-SF Bay Area Chapter
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